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What can be improved from current 
Super-K to UNO?

one of the key issue for future analysis is π0

●  proton decay via p→e+π0

●  proton decay via p→νK+, K+→π+π0 (21%)
●  critical background for ν

e
 signal

                (neutrino oscillation)



How can we improve π0 finding 
efficiency?

hardware
✔ to make two gamma-ray rings clear 

● PMT finer granularity (smaller and more PMTs) 
● reduce scattering light 
● reduce reflection ( black sheet, PMT) 

software
✔ to make a π0 finder by new scheme

● polfit



current scattering parameter in Super-K MC

attenuation length is determined
by Rayliegh scattering mainly.

(T.Shibata, Master Thesis, Niigata univ., 2002)

PMT quantum efficiency



PMT and black sheet reflection 

(T.Shibata, Master Thesis, Niigata univ., 2002)
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28% for PMT reflection (perpendicular)
  7% for black sheet reflection (perpendicular)



electron event comparison

Super-K standard MC     no scattering          no scattering 
                                                                     no reflections



muon event comparison

Super-K standard MC     no scattering          no scattering 
                                                                     no reflections



comparison of p→e+π0MC

detection efficiency (%) ring finding efficiency (%)
(no nuclear interaction)

Super-K standard MC 39.6±1.1 53.4±1.5
no scattering 38.5±1.0 52.9±1.5

no scatt., no reflect. 38.5±1.0 57.2±1.6

Super-K standard MC     no scattering          no scattering 
                                                                     no reflections

7% 
increase



background 1

νp→e-pπ+, proton makes π+,π0

π+scattered π+

e- and γ from π0

detection efficiency doen't improve. But background can be reduced.



comparison of p→νK+, K+→π+π0 MC

detection efficiency (%) ring finding efficiency (%)

Super-K standard MC 5.6±0.3 62.5±2.2
no scattering 5.7±0.3 65.0±2.2

no scatt., no reflect. 7.0±0.3 67.3±2.2

(single 0)

Super-K standard MC     no scattering          no scattering 
                                                                     no reflections

10% 
increase

25% 
increase



plan

Summary 
✔ I studied one of possible improvement, light scattering in water 
and light reflection of PMT/black sheet. No scattering or 
reflections MC has higher π0 finding efficiency by 7-10% and 
higher p→νK+, K+→π+π0 detection efficiency by 25%.  
✔ These simulations are ideal cases. Actual detector cannot 
achieve no scatterings or reflections. On the other hand, 
reconstruction tool is not well optimized for these parameters. 
Improvement can be better than this result.

✔ same study on p→νK+, K+→μ+ν,γ-ray search and general π0 events . 
✔ effect of PMT timing resolution improvement



one of p→e+π0 MC event  failed to 
find 3 ring





background 2
 two γs from π0

e-

νp→e-pπ+, π+ charge exchange to π0  in 16O nucleus



background 3

νn→νpπ-, π- scattered, also makes π0

 two γs from π0

 π- and scattered π- 



background 4

νn→e-p, proton makes π0

 two γs from π0

e-
p



background 5

νp→νpπ+π-, proton makes π0

 two γs from π0

π+ and proton
π- 



background 6

νp→e-pπ+π0, π+ is captured  in 16O nucleus

 e-

 two γs from π0



background 7

νp→νpω, ω→π0γ

 two γs from π0

 γ






